
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Dear Colleagues and Co-workers! 

 

We are organizing a new event for all employees and students at the 

ZPH – the PUBLIC HEALTH MOVIE NIGHT! 

 

The format is simple – combining a full-length movie about an important 

public health topic with a short introductory lecture by a researcher in the 

field that the movie is about! 

 

Following the screening, a short discussion with the audience will take 

place. 

 

So be sure to join us on the 15. November 2018 at 17:00 in Seminar 

Room 3 of the ZPH!  

 

Popcorn and snacks will be provided, you are welcome to bring your own 

pillows or blankets for more comfort!  

 

See you there!  



Public Health Movie Night Program 15.11.2018 

 

 

 

Screening: “And the Band Played On…” (1993, D: 

R. Spottiswoode) 

Starring: Matthew Modine, Alan Alda, Ian 

McKellen, Lily Tomlin, Richard Gere 

Running time: 141 min 

 

 

Synopsis:  

Based on the best-selling non-fiction book by investigative reporter R. Shilts, the movie 

speaks about the early days of the HIV epidemic in the USA and Europe. The story 

revolves around real epidemiologists, public health experts and virologists who were 

instrumental in identifying the human immunodeficiency virus and determine how it 

spreads. The movie also depicts stories of first patients and first public health 

interventions that were implemented and how these affected the community.  

Public Health Importance: 

HIV pandemic is even after 35 years not the most deadly pandemic that hit out planet, 

however due to the viral transmission it has had a profound effect on how we as 

humans look upon social structures, poverty, sexual identity, sex and love. To date it 

is still a major public health threat. The film shows how deep the impact of HIV was not 

only on the medical professionals, public health experts but also on the individuals 

especially within the gay community. The film shows very important parts of public 

health history and men and women who were at the frontlines of fighting an unknown 

disease.  

Speaker: 

Igor Grabovac is a resident physician in public health at the Department of Social and 

Preventive Medicine. Before joining ZPH he worked as a clinician and as a consultant 

to the Council of Europe and the WHO in topics ranging from occupational health to 

access to health care of marginalized groups. His personal research concerned 

discrimination of LGBT people and medical professionals. At the ZPH his research 

focuses on health behavior modification in people living with HIV/AIDS and other public 

health topics.  

 

 


